Animation

Short Films

Finished

ADRIFT
A LA DERIVA

By Cyprien Clement-Delmas

Written by Cyprien Clement-Delmas
Cast
Produced by Apemanstudio

Drama/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Dolby Stereo/
Spanish /

Paul is 12 years old and lives in an apartment on the outskirts of
Paris. Life in his neighborhood is sad, but fortunately he and his
father have embarked on an important project: renovating an old
boat and going sailing together along the coast. But since they
began, Paul has realized that his father is becoming a bit odd. A bit
transparent. Nobody else in the family seems to notice.
With each day, the situation becomes more and more worrisome:
Paul's father is losing his opacity and his interest in the boat. Paul
tries to figure out what is happening to his father, so he can help
him before he disappears forever.

Pàg 1 de 53

Animation/

Animation/

Digital 5.1/

French

Colour/

15 /

+16 /

HD /

English /

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

ALIEN & CAVEBOY
By Juan Carlos Concha

Written by Dirk Hampel
John Gatehouse
Cast
Produced by B-Water Studios
Sales Agent Contact producer

Comedy/
Colour/

Alien & Caveboy is a funny buddy story of two guys who could not
be more different.
Alien comes from the future and meets the guy from the past.
While Alien is very theoretical and full of plans, Caveboy is the
practical and pragmatic ''hands on'' guy. He is emotional and has
rythm, while Alien is intelligent and educated. So all the
ingredients for a big friendship are there, in this wild stoneage
enviroment that is full of wild beasts that will eat everything that
comes along.
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Animation/
3D Digital /

26x13 /
English /

6 to 9 years/
Spanish /

Digital 5.1/

Catalan

Animation

Short Films

Finished

ANIMAL RESOURCES
RECURSOS ANIMALS

By Xavier Brunet

Written by Xavier Brunet
Cast
Produced by ECIB (Escola de Cinema de Barcelona)

Animation/

Sales Agent Contact producer

No dialogue

In a grey office, three employees are vying for a job in the
company's higher circles.
They hate each other and rile each other while they work. They
are like repressed animals waiting for the lift's arrival, which will
lead one of them to the next level, to the executives' jungle.
Tension fills the air. They know, that when the lift doors open,
there can only be one left.
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Animation/

4/

+12/

Colour/

HD /

Animation

Short Films

Upcoming

BACK IN FASHION
By Belinda Bonan De Vries

Written by Joan Rubinat González
Belinda Bonan De Vries
Cast
Produced by Most Wanted Studio
Sales Agent Contact producer

Animation/

Animation/

Dolby Stereo/

Pascal Benard, one of the best designers of all time, has returned
to the fashion world after his sudden withdrawal in the late 90s.
The event has such repercussion, that the mythical BPC is
shooting a special programme about his return for the
documentary series Back in Fashion.
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Colour/

6/
HD /

General Audiences/
English

Animation

Apps

Finished

BERNARD APP
By Screen 21

Written by Screen 21
Cast
Produced by Screen 21
Sales Agent BRB Internacional
Animation/
Colour/

Meet Bernard, the endearingly clumsy polar bear. Enjoy the funny
episodes of his famous TV series via the Bernard App, a new
premium platform that lets users access all Bernard's adventures.
Available for Smartphones, Smart TVs and Tablets.
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Animation/

HD /

156x3 /

No dialogue

General Audiences/

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

BRADLEY AND BEE
EN BRAULI I LA BET

By Mercedes Marro

Written by John Smith
Cast
Produced by Tomavistas

Adventure/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Dolby Stereo/

Bradley (7) and his sister Bee (5), share a special secret: they have
a magical book which, when opened, takes them into a world full
of adventure. As they start to read the stories within their book,
Bradley and Bee are transported straight into the heart of the
action aboard Victor, a model plane that sits in pride of place in
Bradley and Bee's playroom. Whenever they land, either
rainforest, desert, or snowy mountain peaks, Bradley and Bee are
the heroes of the hour. As their day draws to a close, and they fly
away on Victor, they leave behind new friends, but take a new
memory with them.
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Education/
Colour/

Animation/
HD /

52x11 /

3D Digital /

Children/
English

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

CASIMILO
By Caroline Attia Larivière

Written by Audrey Sanchez
Gaia Guasti
Chris Broquetas
Cast
Produced by B-Water Studios
Sales Agent Contact producer

Casimilo, a young Colombian indigenous boy who is able to
communicate with animals, travels across the American continent
with his friend, Chubby, a female tapir. In the course of their
journey, they come to the aid of an astonishing variety of rare and
wild animals. They make new friends and have magical
adventures thanks to the old shaman, Chema, who watches over
his young apprentice from afar through the eyes of Zozo, his
condor and faithful messenger. And when necessary, he teaches
Casimilo magic.
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Adventure/
Colour/

Animation/

2D Digital /

39x13 /

English /

6 to 9 years/
Catalan /

Digital 5.1/

French

Animation

TV Series

Finished

CLEO
By Ana Sánchez Gijón

Written by María Sanz Esteve
Ana Sánchez Gijón
Cast
Produced by Imira Entertainment
Sales Agent Imira Entertainment

Comedy/
Colour/

Hello! I'm Cleo and although it is assumed that dogs do not speak I
will tell you my story. I am a curious and playful puppy. I am also
somewhat aimlessly, I always mess it. I intend to get all those
beautiful things that I like about my owner and friend Irma, who is
a very happy girl and an excellent draughtswoman. Once I grow
up! I want to be like Irma! Her drawings will be precisely the
illustrations of our adventures. Now I'm plotting a cunning plan to
get some beautiful and bright colourful braces as Irma. I will get it!
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Animation/
2D Digital /

39x6 /

Children/

English /

Spanish

Dolby Digital/

Animation

Short Films

Finished

c*

DEAD HORSES
CAVALLS MORTS

By Marc Riba, Anna Solanas

Written by Marc Riba
Anna Solanas
Cast
Drama/

Produced by I+G Stop Motion
Sales Agent I+G Stop Motion

In an isolated and unknown place during a war, a child is forced to
flee. Along the way, he sees horse corpses everywhere. Only dead
horses. Why? Why have the horses decided to kill themselves?
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Animation/

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

6/

Adults/

2D Digital /

Dolby Stereo/
Catalan

Animation

Feature Films

Upcoming

c*

DINOGAMES, THE FILM
DINOGAMES, LA PEL·LÍCULA

By Carlos Fernández, Lorena Ares

Written by Ángel de la Cruz
Cast
Produced by Dream Team Concept

Animation/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

DinoGames is an adventure that Chuby and his school friends live
when they are transported magically to DinoGames, their favorite
video game.
To return home, they will have to reach the Crystal Dome and
open a portal between the two worlds. Before that, they have to
go through the video game universe, avoiding danger and pushing
past their fears.
Besides, a meteorite is approaching DinoLand, and its energy will
open a huge portal between the two worlds. Dark dinosaurs, tired
of being the children's puppets, rebel against them and they
decide to cross the portal, to turn the human world into their video
game.
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Animation/

90 /

3D no stereoscopic /

Children/
Catalan

Dolby Digital/

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

DINOGAMES, THE SERIES
DINOGAMES, LA SÈRIE

By Carlos Fernández, Lorena Ares

Written by Ángel de la Cruz
Cast
Produced by Dream Team Concept

Animation/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Colour/

DinoGames is an adventure that Chuby and his school friends live
when they are transported magically to DinoGames, their favorite
video game.
To return home, they will have to reach the Crystal Dome and
open a portal between the two worlds. Before that, they have to
go through the video game universe, avoiding danger and pushing
past their fears.
Besides, a meteorite is approaching DinoLand, and its energy will
open a huge portal between the two worlds. Dark dinosaurs, tired
of being the children's puppets, rebel against them and they
decide to cross the portal, to turn the human world into their video
game.
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Animation/

HDTV /

23x13 /

Catalan

Children/

Dolby Stereo/

Animation

Apps

Finished

DOGTANIAN AND THE THREE
MUSKEHOUNDS APP
D'ARTACAN I ELS TRES GOSSOS MOSQUETERS APP

By Screen 21

Written by Screen 21
Cast

Animation/

Produced by Screen 21

Colour/

Sales Agent BRB Internacional

Portuguese /

Enjoy this wonderful worldwide animation classic via the
Dogtanian and the Three Muskehounds App, a new premium
platform that lets users access all of Dogtanian's adventures. One
for all and all for one! Available for Smartphones, Smart TVs and
Tablets.
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Animation/

HD /

26x30 /

German /
Russian

General Audiences/

English /

Spanish /

French /

Animation

Short Films

Finished

FAIRY TALE
By Josep Calle

Written by Josep Calle
Juan Gómez
Beatriz Layunta Maurel
Cast
Produced by Kaspa Films
Sales Agent Contact producer

A stop motion music clip based on the song Fairy Tale by El
Sobrino del Diablo.
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Social/

Animation/

Colour/

HD /

Animation/

Spanish

3/

+16 /

Dolby Stereo/

Animation

TV Series

Finished

FLYING SQUIRRELS
By Álex López, Martin Guido, Van Velvet

Written by Martin Guido
Cast
Produced by Magoproduction
Sales Agent Contact producer
Animation/
Colour/

Four friends dream of winning a streetball competition. To be
allowed to compete, they have to pass a series of dangerous
tests, immersed in the streets of a big city in an urban setting full
of graffiti, skateboarding and hip-hop music. They've been training
hard, they're fast, they're ambitious and they're only 14 years old.
They're the Flying Squirrels.
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Animation/

HD /

English

26x13 /

+7 /

Dolby Stereo/

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

I, ELVIS RIBOLDI
JO, ELVIS RIBOLDI

By Javier Galán

Written by Javier Galán
Daniel González Guerrero
Franck Ekinci
Cast

Comedy/

Produced by Peekaboo Animation

Colour/

Sales Agent Peekaboo Animation

Elvis Riboldi is a good boy with a huge heart who always means
well. He's energetic, optimistic, passionate, he's full of life! He
reflects the joy of being a child... but taken to the extreme. He's too
energetic, too optimistic and too passionate, so things get way out
of control. Thus, he's often involved into trouble, not because he
looks for it, but because trouble just finds him. And every time
Elvis tries to face a problem, the problem tends to get... bigger.
This is an absurd, entertaining character-driven comedy series that
explains the adventures of Elvis and his friends in Icaria, a place
where, according to some people, nothing ever happened until
Elvis was born.
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French

Animation/
2D Digital /

52x11 /

Children/

Digital 5.1/

English /

Spanish /

Catalan /

Animation

TV Series

Finished

c*

INVIZIMALS™
By José Luis Ucha

Written by Alan Keane, Aaron Barnett
Brian Hartigan, Shane Pérez
Scott Albert, Dani Sánchez Crespo
John Callan, J. L. Ucha
Colin Kelly
Cast

Animation/

Produced by Screen 21

Dolby Stereo/

Sales Agent BRB Internacional

Catalan

The first transmedia show featuring Augmented Reality onscreen.
Based on the massives successful PSP, PSVita and PS3 game.
What if I told you a scientist called Keni Nakamura discovered
invisible creatures living all around us? What if I told you he also
discovered a portal to travel from our world to theirs? What if I told
you we are embarking on a quest to unravel the mysteries of the
Invizimals world? Wanna join our team? Meet after class. We are
Invizimals hunters, and we could really use your help!
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Animation/
Colour/

26x30 /

6 to 9 years/

HDTV /

English /

Spanish /

Animation

TV Series

Finished

LUCKY FRED (II)
By Myriam Ballesteros

Written by Txema Ocio
Cast
Produced by Imira Entertainment
Sales Agent Imira Entertainment
Comedy/
Digital 5.1/

Lucky Fred follows the comic adventures of Fred, an ordinary 13year-old boy who accidentally became the owner of a superpowered, shape-shifting robot who can turn into any object Fred
can dream of with a simple voice command. The robot's real name
is Anihilator 9-0-9-0-9-0-niner, but he answers to the name Fred
gave him: Friday. Before he veered off course, Friday was sent to
Earth intended for Fred's new next-door neighbour Braianna, a
weird girl from his class whose actual identity is Agent Brains — a
highly skilled member of a secret, intergalactic security force
called The Protectors.
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Adventure/
Colour/

Animation/

HD /

52x12 /

2D Digital /

Children/

English

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

ME & SNOWY
JO I LA SNOWY

By Ángel Coronado, Oriol Roca

Written by Cris Broquetas
Ángel Coronado
Oriol Roca
Cast

Animation/

Produced by Wuji House

Dolby Digital/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Greta meets Snowy, a little white elephant lost in the snowcovered forest. Together, they will travel the world in search of a
rainbow so that Snowy can become colorful and to keep the
clumsy Elmer Bombastic from snatching it up for himself.
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English /

Animation/
Digital 5.1/

Spanish /

52x13 /

Pre-School (0-6)/

Colour/

Catalan

HDTV /

2D Digital /

Animation

Feature Films

Upcoming

MEMOIRS OF A MAN IN PAJAMAS
MEMÒRIES D'UN HOME EN PIJAMA

By Carlos Fernández Vigo

Written by Ángel de la Cruz
Paco Roca
Diana López
Cast Raúl Arévalo , María Castro , Elena Sánchez

Romantic Comedy/

Produced by Dream Team Concept

2D Digital /

Sales Agent Contact producer

This is the story of Paco, an inveterate bachelor in his forties, who
in the prime of his life achieves his childhood dream: to work from
home in his pajamas. Yet, just when he thinks he has finally found
happiness, he falls in love with Jilguero, a girl who barges into his
life and will struggle to stand by a man whose key goal is to stay
at home all day, wearing pajamas.
This is also the story of other single people and couples, friends of
them both, who influence the lives of Paco and Jilguero and their
relationship, with their hilarious anecdotes.
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Spanish

Animation/

90 /

+16 /

Colour/

Animation

TV Series

Finished

MICA
By Javier Martínez, Claudio Biern Lliviria

Written by Laura Tey
Jymn Magon
Ashley Lanningan
Noelle Wright
Kevin Monk, Anna Hays
Cast

Animation/

Produced by Screen 21

Dolby Stereo/

Sales Agent BRB Internacional

Mica is a happy, inquisitive, outgoing six-year-old girl. Mica
believes life is full of challenges, and not problems, so she tackles
every situation with buckets of enthusiasm and imagination,
always counting on Daniel and Julia, her two best friends. There
are always adventures to embark on - at school, in the house or in
the garden. It's just a matter of looking for them!
Oh! In addition to that, the three children keep a tiny big secret:
Lio, the adorable -and weird- book bug who lives hidden in Mica's
den, the van in her garden.
Based on a successful educational publishing project launched by
Santillana Publishing House in several countries.
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Animation/
Colour/

26x13 /
HDCAM /

Pre-School (0-6)/
English /

Spanish

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

MICROWORLD
MICROMÓN

By Cristòfol Oliver

Written by Cristòfol Oliver
Cast
Produced by Groc Films

Experimental/

Animation/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Dolby Digital/

Colour/

Catalan

Microworld is and adult animation tv show produced by
GROCfilms. The series is about the concept of pseudoenvironment: a subjective, biased and necessarily abridged mental
image of the world. A small mental universe that people create
and sourrounds them.
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Series/

HDTV /

Animation/

English /

23x5 /

Spanish /

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

MIRETTE INVESTIGATES
LA MIRETTE INVESTIGA

By TBC

Written by TBC
Cast
Produced by KD Productions Toons & Games

Adventure/

Sales Agent Cyber Group Studios

Dolby Stereo/
French

Mirette Investigates is an animated traveling detective comedy.
First of all there is Mirette, 8 years old. Her passion is to in-ves-tigate! Kidnappings, thefts, disappearances, mysteries of all kinds she loves it all. Helping her in her investigations is Jean-Pat, her
catssistant, a lazy but extremely efficient red tomcat.
And then we also have great cities around the world: London,
Paris, New York and Barcelona. Each case takes place in a tourism
destination, giving our dynamic duo the opportunity to learn more
about the monuments, the culture, and the customs of the
countries they visit.
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Animation/
Colour/

Animation/
HD /

52x12 /

English /

Children/

Catalan /

Animation

TV Series

Finished

c*

MIRONINS
By Ángel Coronado, Oriol Roca, Celia Rico Clavellino, Mikel Mas
Bilbao

Written by Celia Rico Clavellino
Cast
Produced by Wuji House
Sales Agent Contact producer

A transmedia project designed to help pre-school-aged children
learn art while having fun. They will live exciting adventures with
the help of the colourful paint drops from the paintings of Joan
Miró.
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Animation/

Animation/

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

26x7 /

HD /

Pre-School (0-6)/

Catalan

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

MISHA THE PURPLE CAT (II)
MISHA LA GATA VIOLETA (II)

By Sílvia Cortés

Written by Oriol Parreño
Jordi Ventura
Gemma Sanz
Cast

Animation/

Animation/

Produced by Teidees Audiovisuals

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

Sales Agent Motion Pictures

Misha is a very lively, alert cat. She is very interested in
investigating everything going on around her, which means she
has some very entertaining adventures with her friends. Many
things can happen in Misha's world; especially exciting
adventures, mysterious investigations, hilarious competitions... all
with a feeling of close friendship.
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52x7 /

HD /

Pre-School (0-6)/

2D Digital /

Catalan

Animation

TV Series

Finished

c*

MOLANG
By Sílvia Cortés, Marie-Caroline Villand, Stéphanie Misiak

Written by Millimages
Cast
Produced by Teidees Audiovisuals
Sales Agent Contact producer
Comedy/

Animation/

Pre-School (0-6)/
English /

Molang, the series, is an affectionate and humorous look at the
relationship between an eccentric, joyful and enthusiastic rabbit,
and a shy, discreet and emotional little chick. Despite their many
differences, the two enjoy a unique friendship.
The series explores Molang and Piu Piu's everyday life with
warmth and humor. Whether they're flying to the moon or merely
watering the vegetable patch, Molang and Piu Piu share surprising
and sometimes even unsettling adventures.
But because they are sensitive, empathetic and creative, any little
incident or misunderstanding becomes an opportunity to find
happiness and fun.
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Animation/

Digital 5.1/

Catalan /

French

52x3 /

Colour/

HD /

2D Digital /

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

MONDO YAN
By Myriam Ballesteros

Written by Txema Ocio
Cast
Produced by Imira Entertainment
Sales Agent Imira Entertainment
Adventure/
Dolby Digital/

Mondo Yan tells the story of 3 teenage heroes: Xia, a brave samurai
who can master anything but his teenage life, April, a free-spirited
warrior obsessed with dancing, and Pai, a clumsy rodent
convinced he's the world's most lethal Ninja. They have been
chosen to defend the fragile natural balance of the Yan World,
perched on top of abandoned skyscrapers, remnants of a long lost
civilization.
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Animation/
Colour/

52x12 /
HD /

6 to 9 years/

3D Digital /

English

Animation

Short Films

Finished

c*

MORNING COWBOY
By Fernando Pomares, Elena Pomares

Written by Fernando Pomares
Cast
Produced by Travelogue Studio
Sales Agent Marvin & Wayne

After the morning coffee and before going to work, Jose has a
genius idea: he will dress as a cowboy. Jose will make a journey
through his past, in a sensitive story full of humour. Morning
Cowboy is an emotional story about dreams and a call to make
every day count, to live the life that we want to live.
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Animation/

Animation/

2D Digital /

Catalan

12 /

+7 /

Digital 5.1/

B&W/

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

MUTANT BUSTERS
By Freddy Córdoba Schwaneberg, Roger Córdoba Schwaneberg

Written by Guillem Dols
Cast
Produced by Kotoc Produccions
Sales Agent Planeta Junior
Comedy/

Adventure/

Dolby Stereo/
English

After the cataclysm (known as the Great Fart), Earth has become
two halves because of the intolerable levels of pollution and is
under threat of a mutant invasion. Sheriff is a wily survivor who
must convert a group repudiated in La Résistance, a command of
warriors in search for a cure to save humanity.
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Colour/

Action/
HDTV /

Animation/

11x52 /

3D no stereoscopic /

Animation

TV Series

Finished

c*

MY FRIEND CONNI (MEINE FREUNDIN
CONNI)
LA MEVA AMIGA CONNI

By Henning Wildenband

Written by Nana Meyer
Cast

Adventure/

Produced by B-Water Studios

Colour/

Sales Agent Telescreen

Catalan

For Conni daily life is one big adventure waiting to be discovered:
going to the dentist, learning how to ride a bicycle, how to handle
a dog...
The TV series is based on the succesful book character of the
same name, and follows Conni during her day to day activities.
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Animation/

2D Digital /

26x13 /

German /

Children/
English /

Digital 5.1/
Spanish /

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

MY PRESCHOOL MONSTERS
By Javier Martínez

Written by David Ramírez
Cast
Produced by KD Productions Toons & Games
Sales Agent Contact producer
Comedy/

Animation/

Pre-School (0-6)/
Spanish /

Come in to little monsters Hoho and Haha's home, and find out
what they are going to do today. For example, cooking delicious
dishes, building bridges with blocks in the playing room, swinging
in the garden or reading a tale in the room. Every day and every
different place is a new adventure.
Hoho is friendly, a bit scatterbrain and clumsy. He tries to help
Haha, but he succeeds some times more than others. On the other
hand, Haha is a perfectionist and meticulous. He loves cooking all
his dishes carefully, and that's why poor Hoho flies off the handle.
Whenever we visit our friends, the narrator is with us and tries to
make the little monsters work as a team in order to sort any
problem out.
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Catalan

Education/

Digital 5.1/

Animation/

Colour/

HD /

52x5 /
English /

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

MYA GO
By Alan Foley

Written by Gilly
Stephen Bowen
Cast
Produced by Motion Pictures
Sales Agent Motion Pictures

Animation/
Colour/

Mya Go loves to go and do everything. Not only does Mya love
going and doing the big things like flying a kite or going on
holidays, she gets just as excited about the little things as well, like
washing the dishes or going to the shop. She lives in Everyday City
and wherever Mya goes, or whatever Mya does, she's always
surrounded by her family and friends.
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Animation/

2D Digital /

104x6 /

English /

Pre-School (0-6)/
Spanish /

Catalan

Animation

Short Films

Finished

ON THE WAR ON DRUGS
EN LA GUERRA CONTRA LES DROGUES

By Christophe Sion

Written by Tre Borràs
Antoni Llort
Cast
Produced by Hokusai Films
Sales Agent Contact producer

On the War on Drugs wants to give ideas, arguments and tools to
encourage critical opinion. Regarding the issue of drugs or of any
other social movement fighting for human rights, awareness in the
local area is the first step towards a paradigm shift.
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Documentary/

Animation/

Colour/

English

HD /

23 /

General Audiences/

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

OTTO THE RACER
OTTO EL PILOT

By Sílvia Cortés

Written by Marta Alonso
Oriol Parreño
Jordi Ventura
Cast

Animation/

Animation/

Produced by Teidees Audiovisuals

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Otto wants to be a racer. But to succeed, he will first have to learn.
Where? The crazy and fun Extreme Rally School of Racers. There,
he will compete and he will live dangerously, yet most of all, he
will have to coexist with a very odd group of students and
teachers.
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French

52x11 /

Children/

Dolby Stereo/

3D Digital /

English /

Catalan /

Animation

Feature Films

Finished

OZZY
By Alberto Rodríguez, Nacho La Casa

Written by Juan Ramón Ruiz Somavía
Cast Dani Rovira , Fernando Tejero , Guillermo Romero
Produced by Arcadia Motion Pictures
Sales Agent Contact producer
Adventure/

Ozzy, a friendly, peaceful beagle, has his idyllic life turned upside
down when the Martins leave on a long and far away trip. There's
only one problem: no dogs allowed! Unable to bring their beloved
Ozzy along for the ride, they settle on the next best thing, a top-ofthe-line canine spa called Blue Creek. This picture perfect place
turns out to be a facade constructed by its villainous owner to
capture dogs. Ozzy will soon end up in the real Blue Creek, a
prison for dogs, run by dogs. Mostly stray mutts inhabit this prison,
where only the toughest survive. Ozzy will have to avoid danger
and find strength in his new friends, Chester, Fronky and Doc, in
order to escape the prison and return home safely.
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Action/

Animation/

90 /

Colour/

Spanish

Animation

Short Films

Finished

PAWN’S YAWN
By Xavier Roca Crespo, Ignacio Rama Sastre

Written by Xavier Roca Crespo
Ignacio Rama Sastre
Cast
Produced by ECIB (Escola de Cinema de Barcelona)
Sales Agent Contact producer

Animation/
HD /

B2, a pawn bored by monotony, decides to break with routine and
go to the party that has been organised in the ''parchís'' game. But
it won't be easy because the party's organiser, Mr. Dice, will not
allow him to enter: B2 is a piece that does not belong and does not
fit with this game. After several attempts to sneak in, he will finally
discover that it was not necessary to leave his board to have fun.
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Animation/

No dialogue

4/

General Audiences/

Colour/

Animation

Short Films

Finished

ROGER
By Sonia Cendón, Sara Esteban, Arnau Gòdia, Ingrid Masarnau,
Martí Montañola

Written by Sonia Cendón
Sara Esteban
Arnau Gòdia
Ingrid Masarnau
Martí Montañola
Animation/

Cast Claudi Sorribas
Produced by ECIB (Escola de Cinema de Barcelona)
Sales Agent Contact producer

Roger plays the lead role in an stop motion animation series.
When he suffers an accident on set that leaves him out of the
series, he is replaced by a double of himself. Out of the series, he
is forgotten and left in a corner where broken puppets and other
materials get stored forever. All is lost for him, until he meets
someone that will help him see things differently. Together, they
will find a way to perform as animation characters again.
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Dolby Digital/

Colour/
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General Audiences/
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Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

ROYAL REBELS
REBELS REIALS

By Salvador Simó

Written by Ghislaine Pujol
Cast
Produced by KD Productions Toons & Games

Adventure/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Dolby Stereo/
Catalan /

Ten-year-old Snow and her fiercely protective yet bungling
protectors (The Seven) lead an unlikely group of outcasts from the
three royal families in a battle to save the galactic Kingdom of Lux
from the destructive dark powers of the evil usurper, Queen Madd.
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Animation/
Colour/
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Animation/
HD /

22x26 /

English /

6 to 9 years/

Spanish /

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

RUDY THE CLOUD BOY
By Mercedes Marro

Written by Mike de Seeve
Aron Dunn
Cast
Produced by Tomavistas
Sales Agent Contact producer

Adventure/
English /

Rudy the Cloud Boy is a high-flying, floating, fast paced comedy
about leaping without looking, jumping while joking, reaching for
the sky - and actually getting there!
What kid hasn't dreamed of leaping high into the sky and never
coming down? Well, one adventurous 12-year-old did and it was
more amazing, more exciting, and more fluffy than he could ever
imagine. Meet Rudy, the Cloud Boy. This kid's head is in the clouds
- literally.
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Animation/
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+7 /

Colour/

HD /

Animation

Feature Films

Upcoming

SKIZO
By Carlos Fernández

Written by Carlos Fernández
Cast
Produced by Dream Team Concept
Sales Agent Contact producer

K, a controversial artist, finds himself mixed up in a complex
quantum theory experiment. This will cause a fusion of our reality
with another one, filled with the nightmares and terror stemming
from the traumas of a psychopath.
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Horror/

Science Fiction/

Colour/

HD /
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Animation/

100 /

+18/

Animation

Short Films

Upcoming

SOLSTICE
By Emilio Enigma

Written by Abel Alonso
Cast
Produced by Magoproduction
Sales Agent Contact producer
Animation/
HD /

Winter is a grumpy old man who lives alone and sunset of his life
in his small house gairabé covered by snow. With the arrival of a
new neighbor, the young and good jan Summer, Winter peace is
altered. Summer has decided to build a home in the garden next
door, which reflects a warm summer sun. Two seasons with two
different personalities will have to live.
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Animation
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STOP OR EXPLODE!
PARA O EXPLOTA!

By Josep Calle, Danish Jalil

Written by Jalil Qureshi
Danish Jalil
Cast
Social/

Produced by Kaspa Films
Sales Agent Contact producer

An animated short film that deals with the issue of overpopulation.
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Animation/

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

Animation/
HD /

1/

English

+16 /

Dolby Stereo/

Animation

Feature Films
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SUPERBERNARD
By TBC

Written by TBC
Cast
Produced by Screen 21
Sales Agent BRB Internacional
Animation/

Animation/

Dolby Digital/

Bernard, the most well-known and clumsiest polar bear without
hair on the planet is back: selfish, impatient… and now with
superpowers. The bad guys better get ready… In fact, the whole
planet earth and the solar system too!
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3D Digital /

English

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

SUPERBERNARD
SUPERBERNARD

By TBC

Written by TBC
Cast
Produced by Screen 21

Animation/

Sales Agent BRB Internacional

Colour/

Bernard used to be simply clumsy, but now he's super-clumsy; the
most famous and pained polar bear in the world is back, more
selfish, with less patience… and with super powers! The disaster
has become a catastrophe. The bad guys had better get ready.
Um, in fact, all the inhabitants of Earth should, too… and the whole
solar system should already be trembling.
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Animation

Feature Films

Finished

TAD 2. KING MIDAS' SECRET
TADEU JONES 2. EL SECRET DEL REI MIDES

By Enrique Gato, David Alonso

Written by Jordi Gasull
Javier Barreira
Neil Landau
Cast

Adventure/

Produced by Ikiru Films

Dolby Digital/

Sales Agent Paramount Pictures

Tad - the lost explorer - travels to Las Vegas to see the latest
discovery of his friend Sara Lavroff: a papyrus that demonstrates
the existence of King Midas, who turned everything he touched
into gold, thanks to the power of a magical necklace.
But the happy encounter between Tad and Sara will be disrupted
when the evil Jack Rackham steals the papyrus and kidnaps Sara
to force her to find the necklace and the source of infinite wealth.
Once again, Tad, along with his friends the Mummy, Belzoni and his
dog Jeff, will have to make use of all his wits and travel around the
world, (Spain, Greece and Turkey), in order to rescue Sara and
disrupt the plans of the evil Rackham.
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Colour/

90 /

General Audiences/

2D Digital /

Spanish

Animation

TV Series

Finished

TEX
By Josep Viciana

Written by TBC
Cast
Produced by Neptuno Films
Sales Agent Contact producer
Animation/

In a little and pretty village surrounded by paper trees and
cardboard mountains, with a slice of orange as the sun, it's famous
not for the landscape, but for its village's curious inhabitants. You
can find Berta the tortoise, with her shell made of smooth river
pebbles, a caterpillar made of corks, not forgetting Colorini the
hedgedog, whose spikes are sharp color pencils. And the oddest,
funniest, most popular and eccentric character in town: Tex the
donkey, the worst trainee detective in the world!
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Animation/

52x12 /

Children/

Colour/

TBC

Animation

Short Films

Upcoming

THE GREAT GREEN
EL GRAN VERD

By Jose Castro Zapata

Written by Jose Castro Zapata
Cast
Produced by Gatcat Studio

Adventure/

Sales Agent Contact producer

HD /

A drunken old homeless man finds a long, heavy chain buried in
the sand at the beach. What's at the other end? Maybe it's a great
treasure that will change his luck. With all of his strength, he pulls
on the chain until it gives way. Astonished, he bears witness to the
revelation of a great secret.
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Animation/
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9/

+16 /

Colour/

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

THE MEMETS
By TBC

Written by Ester Vicente Ballester
Cast
Produced by White Door Entertainment
Sales Agent Contact producer
Animation/
Ultra Stereo/

The Memets chronicles the wacky adventures of Adri and her 5
friends while accomplishing their missions. The group includes an
octopus with the memory of an elephant, a trouble-seeking
kamikaze; a hairball that is afraid of his own shadow, an
incorrigible optimist who thinks that being positive will solve all his
problems, a “cake-eating” diva who is in love with the optimist, and
the obsessive and stubborn Dop. They represent six key
components of our brain. Then there's the bad guy, Ego, who
thinks he knows everything, and in his quest for recognition makes
more than a few messes. Will they discover that their world is the
brain of a child?
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Animation/
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Dolby Stereo/
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Colour/

HD /

English

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

THE NANOOZ
ELS NANOOZ

By Mercedes Marro

Written by Llorenç Espanyol
Cast
Produced by Tomavistas

Animation/

Sales Agent Contact producer

English

Thousands of Nanooz, a kind of tiny super-creature from the
countryside, live inside a small old wooden tube. Every time
someone opens the tube, the Nanooz fly out and ask what they
can do to help. For them, work is fun.
The Nanooz have now fallen into the hands of Lydia, an 11 year old
girl whose philosophy is to make the least effort possible.
One could say that Lydia is lazy, slow… but -surprise, surprise- she
suddenly wakes up when something interests her, especially
dance routines.
When Lydia discovers that the Nanooz are willing to do anything
she asks, she realizes that she could use them to effortlessly reach
her dreams. What she does not know is that chaos.
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Animation/
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Colour/

HD /

Animation

TV Series
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THE STORY ISN'T OVER YET!
AQUEST CONTE NO S'HA ACABAT!

By Lluis Viciana

Written by Joan Tharrats
Llorenç Español
Cast
Education/

Produced by Neptuno Films
Sales Agent Contact producer

Fantasy World is inhabited by classic fairytale characters. Yet
time has passed and people have changed. Some, like the wolf,
continue to be alone; others are married; and others, like Snow
White, are now separated... Some have children, others don't... The
same goes for their occupations: the seven dwarfs still work in the
mine, whilst others have different jobs and others have retired.
Indeed, time has passed and everyone has aged... Everyone, that
is, except for the witch who could not be any older than she
already is. Yet that doesn't mean their society has come to a halt.
They've progressed in their own way, as they can now create
bizarre machines and other ingenious objects.
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Colour/
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HD /
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English

Animation

Short Films

Finished

c*

THE WIZARD
EL MAGO

By Marta Guerrero

Written by Marta Guerrero
Cast
Produced by De Verité Produccions

Experimental/

Animation/

Sales Agent Contact producer

B&W/

English /

After spending a long time locked inside his tower in the search of
knowledge, the Wizard arrives to a cliff to manipulate ancient
symbols in a magic ritual which ends merging his body with an
owl.
United, they travel through the four elements of nature: fire, earth,
water and air, becoming flames, a dragonfly, a fish and a hurricane.
After journey through fantastic worlds filled with magical beings
they end up in the mind of a girl sitting on a stoop in the middle of
a busy city. The look of the wizard merges with the cosmos
through the girl's eyes.
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Animation
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c*

TIN & TAN
By Alejandro López

Written by Martin Guido
Patricia Velasquez
Cast
Produced by Magoproduction
Sales Agent Contact producer

Education/
Colour/
Catalan

Tin & Tan are two young brothers that live in a Forest Reserve in
the heart of wild Africa. She, Tan, has six years old, adores animals
and is extremely curious. She wants to be a veterinary like her
mother. Meanwhile, little Tin, of only three years old and no
vocabulary, wants to follow the steps of his father, the guard of
the forest Reserve. With their friends, Tin & Tan will get into
exciting adventures, discovering the wonders of the flora and
fauna around them.
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Animation/
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2D Digital /
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Animation

TV Series

Upcoming
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UNDER THE SOFA
SOTA EL SOFÀ

By Sílvia Cortés

Written by Marta Alonso
Jordi Ventura
Llorenç Español
Cast

Comedy/

Produced by Teidees Audiovisuals

Dolby Stereo/

Sales Agent Contact producer

Three forgotten, rejected and lost objects - a toy figure, a nibbledon cookie and a picture, plus a native dustball - live together
under a sofa left behind in an attic. Their favorite pastime is
explaining on the Net what they do and how they do it, like real
YouTubers. Soggy, Chippy, Dusty and Laroid are all outsiders,
(forgotten, abandoned, disowned, set apart and filed away), living
complicated, and in no way boring existences. They are
housemates; oblivion survivors who have ceased to be invisible by
bringing their exciting worlds to life on the Internet.
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Short Films
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WATER PATH FOR A FISH
CAMÍ D'AIGUA PER A UN PEIX

By Mercedes Marro

Written by Xavier Romero
Cast
Produced by Tomavistas

Animation/

Sales Agent Contact producer

HD /

It's a starry night in a poor neighbourhood in El Salvador. Oscar (9
years) is sleeping in his room when a sudden wind wakes him up.
From his window he sees… a little goldfish jumping on a dirty
puddle! Two cats are watching from the shadows. Oscar will try to
save the goldfish through a rampant adventure full of mysterious
challenges in El Salvador, with the lack of water as a backdrop.
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